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Attendees:  

WEST CAMPUS STAFF - James Hodges, Kristin Rose, Leilani Johnson, Roberta Walter, Carlos Villagrana, 

Natalin Diaz, Jaime Gomez, Dan Walter, Leon Garcia, Mia Martinez Lopez.  

PROJECT TEAM – Mark Tabor (DPR), Heather Noyes (Studio CPG), Nora Neureiter (NHN Consulting) 

What is your interaction with the park? 

 This is an important place. Is there a possibility that the park could go back to the way it was?  

 Cheer squad used to use the park in the summer. I live close by so I visit the park often 

especially during COVID and to be outside with friends for a picnic. I am curious about the future 

plans for the park. 

 I want the space to be the best for all of our West Campus kids. 

 It’s really important for us as West Campus staff to understand the plans for the park.  There is 

lots of gentrification occurring around here, and sometimes long-time residents suddenly 

become outsiders. I want to make sure that this park continues to be a resource for the school. 

And, I want to hear about the process, the ideas and the plans. 

 All of West uses the park and has opinions about how to improve it. 

 I am the football coach and athletic director at the West Campus. I’m am very invested in this. I 

grew up here in the community. The Boys and Girls Club and the community use the park. I am 

excited if this is a community-based effort. I am worried about bringing in a dog park or things 

that don’t serve our community. I really want to make sure the community has a voice in this 

process. 

 I represent Youth Support Services, and work with youth league and football. I am here to make 

sure our West Campus voices are heard. We definitely need a seat at the table. I’m looking 

forward to the ideas on the table. 

 I live across the street. I’m here because proper planning is the only way to fight things like 

being at the whim of big business. We are not planning well now and we need to be better 

planners by working together. 

 Sunken Gardens is a big open space with lots of room to run around. It’s getting safer and 

cleaner. The City pushed vagrancy issues from Cherry Creek, and so some of the unhoused are 

now in the southern half of the park, which is not usable, safe or clean. 

 I think the park is pretty and its relaxing but there are some landscape issues. When school 

teams are doing work-outs in the park, there are divots and holes in the turf. I love the mature 

trees. The turf/grass is really nice, not super weedy. 

 I love the park. We go out and put cones where the holes are and use it for West team practices. 

We permit the park for soccer, football and little kid sport practices. I used to call the southern 

end of the park “The Dark Side” - its’ always been gloomy. I wish there were more spaces with 

water fountains, I think that the open lawn area is one spot that is appealing to the community. 

Unfortunately, the “dark side” is where the playground is. If you are there before sunset, it’s a 

beautiful site to see views to downtown. 

How do you use the park? If you don’t use the park, why not? 

South side of the park – the Dark Side 
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 Our school cross-country runners are concerned about the Dark Side - they fear getting 

harassed. It’s a great park for sports, we cannot lose that attribute. Please make the park safer 

for kids to go there by themselves. As a coach and teacher, I feel like I have to be there to make 

sure there are no safety issues. I would like to see it cleaner and safer. 

 The Dark South Side: I don’t go that direction. Many of the trees there have low limbs that make 

it hard to see. If the trees were pruned then you could see better, and would make that section 

more safe and welcoming. 

 I love the park’s proximity to the school and take my students outside. Everyone has trepidation 

about this space, which requires intentional rebranding. I love the park history.  

 Maybe if we had more park patrols the “Dark Side” would be more inviting. I don’t go to the 

south side of the park because I know how dangerous it is. 

Dogs: 

 I notice that increasingly there are dogs everywhere.  Dogs off-leash need to be addressed. Our 

kids are rolling around in dog poop, and that is not good. 

 The dog issue really worries me. A possible solution is to utilize the angular portion at the 

northern tip of the park. You don’t see people in that corner, that area is underutilized. If people 

want a dog park to keep dogs away, the angular corner could be an option. 

 Dogs run into our practices, they are off-leash and this is super scary to us. If dogs run up to our 

youth and that kid makes a wrong move, it could be very dangerous and harmful. This plan 

should include options for controlling that.  

 We’ll be permitting the park in the spring for soccer. If the kids get bit or hurt while in the park, 

it’ll become a school issue. 

 One component that needs to be talked about is the response time in getting the park rangers 

out to the park. The last thing I want is a confrontation with an entitled dog owner. The 

response time from rangers needs to be addressed by the City. Possibly add or increase the fines 

to minimize off-leash dogs. I do not want anyone to have a bad interaction; an entitled white 

person is not going to understand and I don’t want this to happen. 

Lights: 

 The park provides the community a space for athletic opportunity. There are no lights in the 

park that would encourage evening use. A lot of community members jump the fence around 

the West Campus fields. We should give the community what they want – access to the outdoor 

at night, so that they don’t come into our field. 

What are your memories of the park? 

 I remember having community Easter Egg hunts. In 2010, there were still organizations that held 

Easter Egg hunts. 

 There used to be a big BBQ for youth and the community. It was associated with a clean-up day 

and organizers had grills. I remember watching the Boys Club practice sports. 

 In the summer kids walk over there to have lunch. 

 We watch the sports practices in the evenings. 
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 Greenlee Elementary School used to go over every May to celebrate the school year, the kids 

had a great time using the park and having fun. 

What are your hopes for what the park could become, or the role the park could play in the daily lives 

of students, West Campus and the community? 

Public Art: 

 I’d like to see more public art, maybe even from our United West campus, and maybe an 

outdoor classroom. 

 More public art that is reflective of the history of the community and student-contributed art. 

 For an outdoor classroom, we don’t need to have tables. Steps make good outdoor classroom 

space. The older random steps along Speer Blvd are great and if they were bigger they would be 

great classrooms. 

 Public art enlivens the community and makes a space feel thoughtful and bright. The basketball 

court has been painted before using urban art funds secured by alumni. I remember as a kid 

seeing the wall facing Speer and remember being able to see black and orange student murals. 

Art would integrate community and students more closely with the park. 

Outdoor Classroom: 

 An Outdoor classroom – such as a natural space that fits in with outdoor surroundings and is 

more fitting to a park theme. 

Sports Amenities: 

 Make the basketball court bigger, the kids love it. Integrate public art with the courts.  

 The 1K loop idea is awesome, we could use it. Thankfully nobody has tripped yet using the 

existing walks. 

 The Cowboy Classic is a West-sponsored cross-country event; a 3.1 mile race that uses the outer 

perimeter of the park, the sidewalks, and the school grounds. The event brings in a lot of schools 

from all over Front Range. If we had something like the 1K loop that was nicer than what we 

have now, it would bring more participation. This event is profitable for the school and this 1K 

loop would help us and make this event even better. 

 West Cowboys Sports Teams: Football teams use the field, and we want to play basketball in the 

park, but need more courts. Our football teams play in spring and fall so would be nice to have 

more playing fields. 

Flower Gardens: 

 Flower Gardens! The park is called Sunken Gardens – where are the gardens? 

Dog Park: 

 I’d like give dog owners somewhere to go, so I hope we can find a way to meet that need. 

Pavilion/Terrace: 

 An amphitheater would be great for performances and we could have class on the steps. 

Theater and public performance space would be wonderful. 

 It would be great to have a gathering place, a pavilion.  


